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The Diffusion score is a new interdisciplinary metric used to assess the degree to which research is cited across disciplines.  It is the analogue to the Integration score that measures diversity among a given publication’s references.  Together these metrics enable tracking the movement of research knowledge across disciplines and citation generations.
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Introduction
Interest in the conduct and attributes of cross-disciplinary research and in the distribution of research knowledge is strong (c.f., Wagner et al., 2011).  This paper introduces a new measure of research knowledge diffusion across disciplines—the Diffusion score.  




where the Web of Science (WOS) Subject Categories (SCs) are those cited in a given paper.  The summation is taken over the cells of this SC x SC matrix.  The term “COS (SCi – SCj)” represents the cosine measure of association between the two SCs, based on a national co-citation sample from WOS, reflecting cross-journal citations.  Here we use the 2007 data analyzed by Loet Leydesdorff and Ismael Rafols (c.f., Rafols et al., 2010; www.interdisciplinaryscience.net).
Specialization scores are comparable but address the set of WOS SCs in which a body of research is published.  Diffusion scores are comparable as well, measuring diversity among the set of WOS SCs in which publications appear that cite a given body of research.  Thus, the Diffusion score extends this family of metrics to provide tri-generation coverage—citations by a base set of papers, the base papers themselves and citations to the base paper set.
Results
We have assembled benchmark sets of article abstracts from six WOS SCs for four years (1975, 1985, 1995 and 2005) (Porter and Rafols, 2009).  Here we analyze the 1995 publications, averaging about 1,000 articles for each of six fields.  Additional searching yields the corresponding sets of WOS publication abstracts that have cited these articles.  Figure 1 depicts mean Diffusion scores calculated for each year’s cohort of citing papers.  This provides a useful schematic of the dissemination of research knowledge at the field level.
We also visualize these citing articles for each of the six SCs, finding strikingly disparate patterns in terms of the extent and diffusion of citations.  At the extremes, Medical Research is cited heavily across the bio-medical sciences, whereas Math citations are much more selective and insular.

Figure 1.  Mean Diffusion Scores for the 1995 Benchmark Sample Articles

We further compare Diffusion scores and accompanying measures for sets of the benchmark articles.  A number of salient distinctions emerge.  As shown in Figure 1, it appears that citation rates and ranges vary considerably over the first few years after publication (e.g., 1995–1999).  We develop a simple classification scheme to compare early and more mature citation patterns.  Results show selective differences in Diffusion for papers that accrue citations quickly, or not, and then go on to become highly cited articles, or not.  Results for a small contingent of “late-blooming” articles are quite interesting.  In general, we aim to initiate the study of diffusion patterns as a function of discipline (Subject Category), time after publication and other factors (e.g., type of contribution ranging over methods, empirical findings, theoretical contributions and reviews).  We are especially interested in identifying citation patterns that facilitate early identification of exceptionally influential research.  We see notable potential in combining research knowledge diffusion analyses with counterpart studies of knowledge transfer from science to patents.
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